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Send your entries alongwith your photograph and get attractive prizes.

Prizes sponsored by: Dr. Priti Lal MD, New Jercy, USA.

������ “Tulips” a section of KalaShristi magazine, specially designed
for the children who want to share their creative talents with us.
We would appreciate their initiatives and encourage them by pub-
lishing the same in the magazine. Kindly send your entries with
name, age, class, address, contact numbers in capital letters in a
separate sheet.

Prize winning entries

Shubham Mehta
Class: II, Age: 7-1/2 years
School: Rockfield Public School
Sector 16, Rohini
Delhi-110089

Aarushi Goel
Class: VIII, Age: 12 years

1, Sukh Vihar, Parwana Road, Delhi-110092
School: Navy Children School

Has been god gifted with a melodious voice and religious nature
since his birth. By God grace he has been performing “Sai Bhajans”
very well for the last about 1 year in various religious/cultural
programmes and events in Delhi. In September, 2006 he performed
in Delhi Doordarshan and one of his programmes has also been
telecast in Sadhna Channel.
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We welcome all up-coming visual artists, performing asrtists, creative photographers, poets, writers to showcase their

creativity with us to all our national and international readers and viewers. Do not have pay anything just send your work

of art/images/recent photograph with detailed biodata to
Kalakritifoundation@yahoo.com and info@kalakritifoundation.com or courier it to:

130 Chitra Vihar, Near Preet Vihar, Vikas Marg, Delhi-10092
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Articles are welcome, please
send your article with support-

ing images (if any) through
email (given in the print line

along with the address /
courier with your passport size

photograph) to
Prashant K. Sarkar.

Your suggestions are very important for the betterment of this magazine,
please feel free and send us your suggestions, comments and complaints

at info@kalakritifoundation.com or Kalakritifoundation@yahoo.com
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Abhay Sarkar
Class: VII-A, Age: 12 years
130 Chitra Vihar, Vikas Marg, Delhi-110092
School: Bharatiya Vidya Bhawan

Joyosmita Das
Class: VI-C, Age: 11 years

55, Mausam Vihar, Delhi-110092
School: D.A.V. School, Mausam Vihar

Photographs clicked for the article-Heritage by:



Prashant K. Sarkar - Artist
prashant@kalakritifoundation.com
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Editorial

India is a country full of colours, vibrant colours of different

states, colours of different festivals and colours of rich and

robust monuments, palaces. To discover India, one needs a

lifetime. The article Heritage in the magazine is step towards

spreading awareness about them and learn great lessons

from our past. It would be a great idea if we all could visit

some of these places and add colours to our life.

In this issue we have an article ‘The King? Check & Mate?’

in the ‘Just Think’ column. This is very serious issue and

needs every body’s attention. In our busy  life we are

missing on very important issues on which our life are

dependent. If we are helpless in dealing with issues

‘Like saving wildlife directly’ can we atleast plant a few

trees around us so that we save our environment & our earth

from becoming a hot ball of fire?
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Letters

Its a nice effort and certainly will improve
further.
Only one suggestion,try to bring some
motivational article which will take youth
to move ahead in the life.
Once again, congrats for this excellent
effort.
Thanks & Regards
Manish

Hi!
I just had a look on the e-magazine which
came to me from where I don’t know.
My first reaction was that it must be a
junk. And I was going to delete it. Then
just thought let’s have a look.
This looks to be a wonderful effort. My
best wishes to all those who are and
will be associated with it.
Mrinal

Dear Mr. Prashant K. Sarkar,
I hope you would find this note of mine in the
best of your health and good spirits. It’s
heartening to see KalaShristi Magazine. I really
appreciate your efforts. Mr. Sarkar, I am an artist
and fine art conservator by blood and
profession both. I am also working in order to
conserve & promote our arts and visual
heritage, which are declined and / or on the
verge of extinction. I would be glad if I can
assist you in your cohort. The work, which
your organisation is pursuing, is really
appreciable.

Thanks and regards
Abdul Lateef Usta
Hon.Director Organisation for Conservation and
Promotion of Arts & Heritage,
Bikaner, Rajasthan, India.
MA Conservation of Fine Arts,
School of Arts and Social Sciences, University of
Northumbria,
Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK

Hi,
Its really good to read the magazine. Good
coverage of vorious topics.
The article on T.V watching gave the picture of
majority of homes, but i felt it incomplete. There
is no sugggetion or a hint on whether the
mother is right or the father.
A better conclusion would have made the
article more complete and of great worth.
Looking forward to read more issues .
Prathima.

Dear Prashant,

I am really happy to
read the content of
your magazine must
say a beautiful effort to
make east delhi aware
of the art and culture.
Thanks lovely reading
your magazine.

Richa Gupta
Kathak Exponent

Respected Prashant Sir,

I have read your
magazine, containing
a wide range of
i n f o r m a t i o n
photograph made by
children, glass art etc.
“gagar me sagar, the
hindi lokokakti” in the
magazine. I wish all
success to your
magazine and
appreciate your
efforts.

Regards
Anil Mehta

Hello,

Thanks for concern. I would like to share
my views to promote this type of
magazine.
Thanking You.
Atul Pati Tripathi
Lecturer
Amity Institute of Education
Amity University, Sector-125, Noida

Dear Sir,
Thank you for including me in your list. I will forward this to all my art
lover friends as well as artistes. Thaking you once again.
Love and regards
Arjita

Very nice Magazine, worth reading... Especially, the article on
Photography. Suggest you to include a regular column on Hindustani
music, describing Ragas, and music theory.

Thank you for sending this magazine to me, do keep in touch...
Best Rgds,
Abhilash.S
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--- vkSj bl cgkus viuk ykSVk yk,a
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VjusV ij lfiQZax djrs] dEI;qVj ij xse [ksyrs] Dykl esa igyk vkus
ds Hkkjh cks> rys ncs gq, cPPkksa esa fdl ckr dh lcls T;knk deh gksrh
gS] dHkh lkspk gS\ vkt ds cPPkksa ds Hkhrj Hkh tks ckr cM+h rsth ls yqIr
gksrh tk jgh gS] og mudk cpiuA vkt u mudh ckrksa esa vkSj u muds
fØ;k&dykiksa esa vkSj u gh muds fopkjksa esa ml cpiu dh >yd feyrh
gS ftls vkt ls nl&chl lky igys rd gj ih<+h thrh jgh gSA ,d vyx
rjg dh izkS<+rk mudh lkjh ckrksa ds Hkhrj iQSyh gqbZ eglwl gksrh gSA bl
fLFkfr ds fy, ;wa rks cgqr ls dkj.k ftEesnkj gS exj cnyrk le; vkSj
?kj&ifjokj vkSj lekt ds rsth ls ifjofrZr gksrs ifjn`'; dh blesa lcls
O;kid] izHkkoh vkSj egrh Hkwfedk gSA cM+h gn rd fc[kj pqds la;qDr
ifjokj] ,dy ifjokjksa esa Hkh ,d ;k nks cPPks] ekrk&firk dk cPPkksa ds
dSfj;j dks ysdj 'kq: ls cgqr vf/d vkxzgh gksuk vkSj ,dy ifjokj esa
Hkh ekrk&firk nksuksa dk ukSdjh djuk & ;s dqN ,slh otg gSa ftuls
vk/qfud cPpksa dk iwjk thou izHkkfor gksrk gSA

;wa rks gj pht ds L;kg vkSj liQsn nksuksa i{k gksrs gSaA la;qDr ifjokj Hkh bldk
viokn ugha gSA exj tgka rd cPpksa dh ckr gS] muds lokZaxh.k fodkl esa
la;qDr ifjokj dh egrh Hkwfedk jgh gSA ,dy ifjokj ds vdsys ;k vf/
dk'kar% nks cPpksa dh fLFkfr ds foijhr la;qDr ifjokj esa cPpksa dh ,d
vPNh&[kklh iQkSt gksrh gSA ;s vkil esa rjg&rjg ds vkSj [kwc lkjs [ksy
[ksyrs gSaA feydj i<+rs&fy[krs gSa] yM+rs&>xM+rs gSaA ;s lkjh ckrsa muds
ekufld] 'kkjhfjd vkSj lkekftd fodkl esa cM+h lgk;d fl¼ gksrh gSA

,d cM+k iQdZ xyh&eksgYys dh laLd`fr ds /hjs&/hjs yqIr gksrs tkus ds
dkj.k Hkh iM+k gSA ?kj esa vf/d cPps u gks rks mudh deh dh iwfrZ eksgYys
ds ckdh cPpksa ls gks tkrh FkhA exj vc vk/qfud vikVZesaV laLd`fr esa cM+s
yksx gh vkil ds esytksy dks mruk egRo ugha nsrs ;k lp dgk tk, rks
ilan ugha djrs gSaA ,sls esa bl ekufldrk dk vlj cPpksa esa gksuk LokHkkfod
gh gSA ysfdu rF; ;g gS fd euq"; ,d lkekftd izk.kh gS vkSj mlds laiw.kZ
fodkl esa lekt ,d egrh Hkwfedk fuHkkrk gSA ftruk ge lekt dks ;g
Hkwfedk fuHkkus ls oafpr djrs gSa] mruk gh ,d lkekftd izk.kh ds :i esa
fodflr gksus dh laHkkoukvksa ls Hkh gkFk /ks cSBrs gSaA

ge mu ifjfLFkfr;ksa dks ,dne ls ugha cny ldrs tks cPpksa ds cpiu dks
Nhuus ds fy, ftEesnkj gSA ,dy ifjokj ,d pqVdh esa la;qDr ifjokj esa
ugha cny ldrk] u gh xyh&eksgYys dh laLd`fr fiQj ls vpkud ykSV
ldrh gSA mik; rks gesa orZeku ifjfLFkfr;ksa vkSj laLd`fr ds chp esa ls gh
[kkstus gksaxsA

cPPkksa dk cpiu cpk,a

blds vykok ,d oSdfYid ugha exj lgk;d mik; vkSj Hkh gSA gj
ekrk&firk fnu Hkj esa ls dqN le; vius cPpksa ds lkFk [kqn Hkh cPpk
cudj fcrk,aA cPpksa ds eka&cki gksdj Hkh cPpk cuuk dksbZ vklku ckr
ugha gSA 'kk;n ;gh [;ky rRdky gj fdlh ds eu esa mHkjsxkA exj lp
;g gS fd ,slk dj ikuk bruk eqf'dy Hkh ugha gSA vius cpiu ds fnuksa
dks ;kn djsa] mu [ksyksa dks ;kn djsa tks vki vius nksLrksa ds lkFk cpiu
esa [ksyk djrs FksA mu 'kjkjrksa dks ;kn djsa] efLr;ksa dks ;kn djsa vksj mlh
dks vius cPpksa ds lkFk ckaVus dh dksf'k'k djsaA cPpksa ds lkFk cPpk cuuk
gS rks muds leku /jkry ij mrjuk vfuok;Z gSA vkSj ftrus lgt <ax ls
vki dj ik,axs] liQyrk mruh rsth ls vkidks xys yxk,xhA blds vykok
cM+ksa dk ladksp Hkh R;kxuk gksxkA vius vkaxu ;k Nr ij cPpksa ds lkFk
[ksyrs gq, vkidks bl ckr dh fpark ;k ladksp dks NksM+uk gksxk fd vkids
bl O;ogkj dks ns[kdj dksbZ vkSj D;k dgsxkA

bl lanHkZ esa 'kk;n ,d gh ckr dguk i;kZIr gksxk fd vius cPpksa ds lkFk
tc vki cPpk cudj [kysaxs rks mUgsa tks [kq'kh gkfly gksxh] tks vkuan
feysxk og vkids fdlh Hkh ladksp ls cgqr dherh gksxkA blds vykok ,d
ij ,d Úh dh rtZ ij ,d vfrfjDr ykHk ;g gS fd blls vkids vkSj
vkids cPps ds chp ds fj'rs esa Hkh ,d lgtrk vk,xhA

oSls Hkh ftl rjg igys Vhoh vkSj fiQj dEI;qVj us ftl rjg ls cPpksa dh
fnup;kZ ds ,d fgLls dks vius dkcw esa fd;k gqvk gS] mlds edM+tky ls
mUgsa  eqDr fd;k tkuk cgqr t:jh gSA dqN lp pkgs&vupkgs Lohdkjus gh
gksrs gSa vkSj muesa ls ,d lp ;g Hkh gS fd Vhoh vkSj dEI;qVj dks vkt
vki vius cPpksa ds thou vkSj fnup;kZ ls gVk ugha ldrsA muds lkFk
vkidks lkeatL; djuk gh gksxkA oSls Hkh Vhoh vkSj dEI;qVj ds vius
uqdlku gSa rks ykHk Hkh de ugha gSA ,sls esa csgrj ;gh gS fd mudh fnup;kZ
esa dqN ,slk tksM+k tk, ftlls Vhoh vkSj dEI;qVj dk cPPkksa dh fnup;kZ
esa 'kkfey fgLlk dqN de gks vkSj lkFk gh lkFk Vhoh vkSj dEI;qVj ds
nq"ifj.kkeksa dks dqN ek=kk esa lhfer Hkh fd;k tk ldsA

bl lkjh dok;n dk fliQZ cPpksa dks gh ykHk gksxk ,slk ugha gSA ?kj vkSj
dk;kZy; ds reke rjg ds dkeksa ds chp] thou dks ,d csgrj vk;ke nsus
dh dksf'k'k ls mits rukoksa ds chp] thou dh gtkjksa&gtkj rjg dh fparkvksa
vkSj ijs'kkfu;ksa ds chp vkidks Hkh lqdwu ds] pSu ds vkSj lcls c<+dj
vkuan ds dqN ,sls iy feysaxs tks vkids Hkhrj ,d u;h mtkZ dk lapkj
djsaxsA

paragmandle@hotmail.comba
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An interesting column has been incorporated by the name of ‘World Around Us’ in the magazine, subjects related to science,
geography, discovery, inventions, wild life, people and their costumes etc. to name a few will be covered one by one.  Hope
every body enjoys this column and please do write to us with your valued suggestions and comments for further improvement
of the magazine.
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ocated in Haryana at a distance of  46 kms from Delhi, Sultanpur Bird
Sanctuary is a haven to a variety of domestic and migratory birds. Artificial mound,
have turned into a green glade. The marsh has been converted into a water body. And
with the years, hundreds of species of migratory birds have winged in to stay. Winter
brings in birds from as far as Siberia. Flock of geese from Europe wing in too. The local
birds flap in. The bird population include darters, egrets shovellers, gadwell and geese
dominate. Teals, kingfishers, lapwings, sandpipers demoiselle cranes and such like
water birds nestle in. Over 100 species have been identified here.

Sultanpur Bird Sanctuary was a haunt of our very own birdman Late Dr. Salim Ali:
And, innumerable bird watchers who come in to observe bird antics. There are hide
outs, watch towers and a museum of sorts for those keen on serious study. Guestrooms
and catering wing, await the patrons.
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Delhi - Jaipur highway
(46 km from Delhi)

About Sultanpur Bird Sanctuary

�

Black Bulbul



Season
September to March is the best time to visit.

Climate
The climate of this region is tropical with very hot summers
and chilly winters. Monsoon approaches this place in the
month of July and continues till mid-September. The best
season to visit this park is winter as the chances of seeing the
exclusive wildlife of this park is more in these months.

Location
The Sultanpur National Park is located in the Indian state of
Haryana at a distance of 45 km from Delhi, the national capital.
The park extends from latitude 28°37' in the North to longitude
77°04' in the east. It is well connected by roads with Delhi and
Gurgaon, the district headquarters.

Attractions
Flora: The vegetation of this park is tropical and dry deciduous
and the flora  include grasses, dhok, khair, tendu, ber, jamun,
acacia, and banyan tree.

Fauna in Sultanpur Bird Sanctuary
The Sultanpur Bird Sanctuary is home to a large range of  birds,
both resident and migratory. Migratory geese and Siberian
cranes spend the winter in Sultanpur and there are also the
demoiselle cranes, ruddy shelducks, pelicans, flamingoes, bar-
headed geese, grey lags, gadwalls, mallards, pochards,
shovellers and teals. Local species include plovers, red-wattled
lapwings, herons, cormorants, white ibises, spoonbills and
painted storks

Bee Eater

Siberian Cranes

Pelicans

Whooping Cranes
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Canadian Geese

Reaching There(Sultanpur Bird Sanctuary)
By Air: Airport - Indira Gandhi International Airport, Delhi (35 km)
Palam Domestic Airport, Delhi (35 km) The nearest airport from
Sultanpur is the Indira Gandhi International Airport and Palam Domestic
Airport in Delhi at a distance of just 35 km.
By Rail : Railway Station - Gurgaon Railway Station (15 km) Gurgaon
is the nearest railway station connected to Delhi and many places in
Haryana and Rajasthan by regular trains.

Accommodation(Sultanpur Bird Sanctuary):
Inside the park, the Haryana Tourism Development Corporation runs a
tourist lodge that has air-conditioned as well as general rooms. The
facilities there include a bar, restaurant, and cottages for the guests. One
can also stay in any of the large number of hotels at Delhi or Gurgaon
and go to Sultanpur for a weakened or day trip.
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even lions killed by poachers? Asiatic lion on brink of
extinction grandpa was reading aloud from the newspaper.
People are so thoughtless. Killing an endangered species com-
mented Mudit’s  Dad, who was having his morning cup of tea.
What is an endangered species? asked Easha, whose attention
was drawn away from the cartoon programme she was watch-
ing.  She was an intelligent girl and tried to understand new
things. Endangered species means a living thing which is in
danger of becoming extinct explained Dad as he rushed through
his morning routine of shaving, bathing and breakfast before
going to office.

What is extinct? asked Mudit immediately.  He did not want it to

appear as if only his elder sister was capable of asking ques-
tions. Extinct means a living being which no long exists, ex-
plained grandpa.  He realized that the parents had no more time
to respond to their children’s queries.  It generally fell on him to
satisfy the children’s curiosity. If an animal no longer exists that
means it is dead. But what is so strange about that?  Animals
are always dying said Mudit puzzled.  He could not understand
what the  fuss was all about.  His friend’s pet dog died last
week, but no one said it was extinct.  His friend’s father simply
bought him another pet dog.

Extinct does not mean only one animal’s death, it means every
single being in that category is dead.  For e.g. the Dodo, a bird

��������	�
����������	
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Just Thnik !!!
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Shyamala M. Iyer

which lived in the islands of  Mauritius is now extinct. That
means there are no longer any Dodos on earth.

How cruel.  How did they die asked Easha. They were killed by
foreigners who went to settle in those islands. They found the
Dodo’s flesh very tasty and shot down the birds until they all
died said grandpa. But could the birds not have flown away?
asked Mudit.

Do birds had no wings and so could not fly.  That is why they
could be shot down so mercilessly said grandpa. Human be-
ings can be so cruel.  And they are now trying to do the same to
the lion! commented Easha. But the lion can run away and it can
also attack the person trying to kill it, pointed out Mudit. Poach-
ers are very clever people explained grandpa. They do not al-
ways shoot the animal directly. They lay traps for them. And
even when they shoot them they do it very cleverly, so the
animal does not know it is going to be shot. But why are these
people saying the lion is an end....endangered species.  There
must be number of them in the forests around the world asked
Easha. Ya, the other day, I saw a programme on  the lion on
Discovery Channel.  There were so many lions roaming around
in Africa said Mudit, immediately.

He wanted to show he was as intelligent as his elder sister. The
lion in Asia and the lions in Africa are different explained
grandpa. How? They look same asked Mudit. No they only
look the same to the common man.  But there are a number of
differences.  The Asiatic lion is actually a sub-species of the
African lion. What’s a sub species asked Easha.  She was get-
ting more and more interested. She thought this theme could be
used to make a very good Life Science project.  A sub-species
is an animal who belongs to a particular species, but has some
minor differences explained grandpa. “So, you mean the Asi-
atic lion is different from the African lion in some small way”
asked Easha.  She was now beginning to understand some-
thing of the whole topic.  Yes, for one thing the Asiatic lion  is
smaller than the African lion, has a less well developed mane
but has thicker elbow tufts and longer tail tuft.. It lives in smaller,
looser prides and eats deer, antelopes and sometimes small
cattle. What is a pride asked Easha.  Pride is a group of lions
said grandpa. Why is it called a pride . Is it because the lion is
the king of the forest and is therefore a proud animal? asked
Mudit. “No” laughed grandpa.  Its like a group of cows is called
a herd of cattle and a group of birds is called flock of birds etc.
It’s is a collective noun  said Easha with a slightly superior air.
Ok, Ok. I know your English is good. But you did not know the
meaning of pride either pointed out Mudit, immediately. He was
glad his sister had fallen flat on her face. But, why did the
Asiatic lion become different from the African lions asked Easha.
All living beings evolve according to their environment. For
e.g.the short mane may simply be ana daptation to allow an
easier passage through the thick forest in Gir. They may be
living in smaller prides because wild prey animals in Gir are
generally smaller than on the plains of Africa. And such prey
feeds fewer lions at one time, so the males may have to hunt on
their own. Only when the lionesses in a pride kill a large domes-
tic animal which is sufficient for all the lions in a pride that the
lions share the kill.

Wow, it is wonderful when you
think how nature teaches its living
beings to adapt to environment!
asked Easha in astonishment. Does
this mean that if I lived in Africa
and ate the food there, I will be-
come bigger and stronger than a
man asked Mudit, after thinking
for a while. A man was a boy in his
class who was bigger and stron-
ger than the other children and al-
ways tried to boss over the little boys. No, silly, if you were in
Africa, you would not know Aman at all replied Easha, But I
would have been bigger and stronger, na grandpa? Mudit again
asked. You can be bigger and stronger here too, if you eat well
replied grandpa laughing. Is the Asiatic lion found only in India
asked Easha. Right now, yes. But these lions once roamed
across northern Greece, Turkey, through the Middle East right
upto Central India. What happened? How come they are found
only in India now asked Easha, puzzled. Don’t you remember?
Grandpa explained that lions are shot by people Mudit said
immediately.  He was thrilled he had been able to score a point
over his sister. Yes, you were right. But it was not only because
they are shot that animals became extinct. When the habitat is
disturbed, species become extinct said grandpa. Habitat? What’s
that, Mudit found he was having to learn a lot of new words
that morning. It was becoming a bit tiresome and he wanted to
go out to play. But no friend was in sight.  So, he was forced to
sit and listen to all this discussion. And, his sister always man-
aged to look more intelligent than him.   Habitat means the
surroundings in which a person lives said grandpa. So, was the
lion’s habitat disturbed? asked Easha. Yes, these animals lived
in forests, grasslands and remote mountain ranges. They were
gradually cut down or cleared to make towns and cities. The
Asiatic lion gradually was restricted to India. The last time the
Asiatic lion was seen outside India was in 1942 in southern
Iran. Are Asiatic lions found outside Gir asked Easha.  No, even
in India they were mercilessly hunted. They dwindled gradu-
ally until by 1910 there were reported to be fewer than two
dozen lions left in the wild in India. Thankfully, before they
were completely wiped out the Nawab of Junagardh, took up
the cause of the endangered king of the forest and banned all
lion-hunting in his State. The lion population soon began to
rise. By the time of Independence, the Indian government had
also begun to realize the importance and delicate nature of this
last bastion of the Asiatic lion and created the Gir National Park
and Lion Sanctuary covering over 1000 kms. Today the Asiatic
lion is in danger again because of  man’s greed concluded
grandpa, his voice trembling slightly due to emotion. How hor-
rible!  I know, I’ll will ask Sushma aunty to arrange a poster
painting competition day during the summer vacation on this
topic said Mudit. Fantastic idea! said Easha. And, I’ll write
about this in our school notice board.

Shabaash, children, its children like you who can prevent man-
kind from, destroying the earth’s natural resources and save
the flora and fauna for further generations. said Grandpa

Just Thnik !!!



ftl rjg gj flDds ds nks igyw gksrs gSa] mlh rjg izR;sd cPps ds
O;fDrRo ds fofHkUu igyw gksrs gSaA cPps dk O;fDrRo dSlk gks] og dSlk
cus ;g lc dqN ekrk&firk ij iw.kZ:i ls fuHkZj djrk gSA ftl rjg
dqEgkj xhyh feV~Vh dks pkd ij ?kqek dj eupkgk vkdkj iznku djrk
gS] mlh izdkj ls ekrk&firk Hkh vius cPps ds O;fDrRo ds fodkl esa
lgk;d gksrs gSaA og mls tks Hkh vkdkj nsuk pkgsa ml vkdkj esa <ky
ldrs gSaA blds fy, t:jh gS fd og vius cPps dks iwjh rjg ls le>saA
ge ;gka vkidks dqN lq>ko ns jgsa gSa] ftu ij vey djds vki Hkh
vius cPps ds O;fDrRo dks u dsoy mHkkj iznku dj ldrs gSa vfirq
mls ,d Js"B ukxfjd cukus esa mldh enn Hkh dj ldrs gSaA

vkius og dgkuh rks lquh gh gksxh fd ,d cPPkk tc Hkh ikB'kkyk ls
ykSVdj ?kj vkrk rks fdlh u fdlh cPps dh dksbZ u dksbZ pht mBk
ykrk FkkA eka ;g lc ns[kdj Hkh vuns[kk dj nsrh vkSj mls dqN u
dgrhA /hjs&/hjs og NksVh ls cM+h phtsa mBkdj ykus yxk rc Hkh eka
us dqN ugha dgk] lkspk cPpk gS cM+k gksxk rks laHky tk;sxk] vius vki
gh lq/j tk;sxkA ysfdu ;g rks mldh jkst dh vknr cu x;hA ,d fnu
cM+h pksjh djus ij mls tsy dh ltk gks x;hA tc ltk dkV dj og
yM+dk okil vk;k rks mls viuh eka ds xky ij tksj ls rekpk ekj
dj dgk fd vxj igyh ckj Ldwy ls isafly mBkdj ykus ij rqeus esjs
xky ij ;gh rekpk ekjk gksrk rks vkt eSa pksj u curkA

okdbZ fdruh lp gS ;g ckrA cPPks dh igyh gh xyrh ij vxj mls
jksdk tkrk gS rks og cPpk nksckjk ml xyrh dks ugha nksgjkrkA cPpk
gekjk gS] rks mldh vPNh&cqjh vknrksa dk [;ky j[kuk Hkh dsoy gekjh
gh ftEesnkjh gSA cPpksa dks cpiu ls gh f'k{kkizn dgkfu;ka lqukdj ge
muesa uSfrd ewY;ksa dk fodkl dj ldrs gSaaA cPps dh igyh ikB'kkyk
mldk ?kj gksrk gS] vkSj ogha ls og vPNs laLdkj xzg.k djrk gSA ?kj
ij ge viuk O;ogkj larqfyr] la;fer vkSj f'k"Vkpkjiw.kZ cuk;saxs rks
cPPks esa Hkh iw.kZ ugha rks vkaf'kd xq.k vk gh vk;saxsA

cPPks dks ckr&ckr ij MkaVus dh ctk, mldh ckr Hkh lqusa] vkSj lgh
le; vkus ij gh mls le>k;saA gj oDr MkaVrs jgus o le>kus] nksuksa
gh ckrksa ls mldh vgfe;r lekIr gks tkrh gSA cPPks dk eu o mldk

vkids cPPks vkSj mudk O;fDrRo

LoHkko mlds 'kjhj dh gh Hkkafr dksey gksrk gS] ge vius crkZo ls dgha
vutkus esa gh mls pksV rks ugha igqapk jgs] bl ckr dk è;ku Hkh gesa
gh j[kuk gksxkA

cPps ds fe=kksa o mlds vè;kidksa ls le;&le; ij feyrs jgsa D;ksafd
?kj vkSj ckgj cPps dk LoHkko fcydqy fHkUu gksrk gSA dgha mlesa xyr
vknr rks ugha iui jgh] ;s ns[kuk Hkh gekjk gh drZO; gSA vxj dksbZ
leL;k gks rks feydj lek/ku fudkysaA bl ckr dk Hkh è;ku j[ksa fd
dgha vki mlds vge dks Bsl rks ugha igqapk jgsA cPPks ds fe=k cusa]
mlds nksLr cudj vki mlds jktnkj cu ldrs gSa] mldk fo'okl thr
ldrs gSa] dsoy ekrk&firk cudj rks ge nwfj;ka gh c<+k ldrs gSaA

^^cPPks gSa xhyh feV~Vh] tSls pkgks vkdkj esa <+kyks
pkgks rks lqUnj dy'k cuk yks] ;k fiQj <+syk mls cuk yksA^^

Jherh uhrk JhokLro
vè;kfidk] Hkkjrh; foèkk Hkou
ubZ fnYyh
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Priyasha
Ortho
Centre
Dr. Prajapat R. K.
MBBS, D.N.B. (Ortho)

Clinic: Priyasha Ortho Centre
L-23 A, Dilshad Garden, Delhi-110095
Tel: 22113070
Timings: 6pm-9pm (Mon-Sat) & 10am-12pm (Sunday)

X-ray Facility

9am to 9pm

Mobile: 9811111868

Tutorial
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erched along the Vindhya ranges at an altitude of 2,000 feet, Mandu, with its natural defenses, was originally the fort
capital of the Parmar rulers of Malwa. Towards the end of the 13th century, it came under the sway of the Sultans of Malwa, the
first of whom named it Shadiabad - ‘city of joy’. And indeed the pervading spirit of Mandu was of gaiety; and its rulers built
exquisite palaces like the Jahaz and Hindola Mahals, ornamental canals, baths and pavilions, as graceful and refined as those
times of peace and plenty.

Each of Mandu’s structures is an architectural gem; some are outstanding like the massive Jami Masjid and Hoshang Shah’s
tomb, which provided inspiration to the master builders of the Taj Mahal centuries later.

Mandu is a celebration in stone, of life and joy, of the love of the poet-prince Baz Bahadur for his beautiful consort, Rani
Roopmati. The balladeers of Malwa still sing of the romance of these royal lovers, and high up on the crest of a hill, Roopmati’s
Pavilion still gazes down at Baz Bahadur’s Palace, a magnificent expression of Afghan architecture.

Under Mughal rule, Mandu was a pleasure resort, its lakes and palaces the scenes of splendid and extravagant festivities. And
the glory of Mandu lives on, in legends and songs, chronicled for posterity.

�

It speaks of a great

cultural heritage of 400

years and is regarded as a

place worth visiting

Photographs clicked for the article-Heritage by: Master Abhay Sarkar
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The Darwazas
The 45 km parapet of walls that encircle Mandu are
punctuated by 12 gateways. Most notable of these
is Delhi Darwaza, the main entrance to the fortress
city, for which the approach is through a series of
gateways well fortified with walled enclosures and
strengthened by bastions such as the Alamgir and
Bhangi Darwaza, through which the present road
passes. Rampol Darwaza, Jehangir Gate and Tarapur
Gate are some of the other main gateways.

The Royal Enclave
Jahaz Mahal
This 120 mt long “ship palace” built between the
two artificial lakes, Munj Talao and Kapur Talao is
an elegant two storeyed palace. Probably it was
built by Sultan Ghiyas-ud-din-Khilji for his large
harem. With its open pavilions, balconies
overhanging the water and open terrace, Jahaz
Mahal is an imaginative recreation in stone of a
royal pleasure craft. Viewed on moonlit nights from
the adjoining Taveli Mahal, the silhouette of the
building, with the tiny domes and turrets of the
pavilion gracefully perched on the terrace, presents
an unforgettable spectacle.

Hindola Mahal
An audience hall, also belonging to Ghiyas-ud-din’s
reign, it derives its name of “swinging palace” from
its sloping sidewalls. Superb and innovative
techniques are also evident in its ornamental facade,
delicate trellis work in sand-stone and beautifully
moulded columns.

To the West of Hindola Mahal there are several
unidentified buildings which still bear traces of their
past grandeur. Amidst these is an elaborately
constructed well called Champa Baoli which is

connected with underground vaulted rooms where
arrangements for cold and hot water were made.

Other places of interest in this enclave are Dilawar
Khan’s Mosque, the Nahar Jharokha (tiger
balcony), Taveli Mahal, the two large wells called
the Ujali (bright) and Andheri (dark) Baolis and
Gada Shah’s Shop and House, all worth a visit.

The Central Group
Hoshang Shah’s Tomb
India’s first marble edifice, it is one of the most
refined examples of Afghan architecture. Its unique
features are the magnificently proportioned dome,
marble lattice work of remarkable delicacy and
porticoed courts and towers to mark the four
corners of the rectangle. Shah Jehan sent four of

Heritage

Hindola Mahal derives its name of “swinging
palace” from its sloping sidewalls.

Jahaz Mahal this 120 mt long “ship palace” built
between the two artificial lakes.
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his great architects to study the design of and draw inspiration
from the Tomb. Among them was Ustad Hamid, who was also
associated with the construction of Taj Mahal.

Jami Masjid
Inspired by the great mosque of Damascus, the Jami Masjid
was conceived on a grand scale, with a high plinth and a huge
domed porch projecting in the centre, the background
dominated by similar imposing domes with the intervening
space filled up by innumerable domes. One is struck by the
huge proportions and the stern simplicity of its construction.
The great court of the mosque is enclosed on all sides by huge
colonnades with a rich and pleasing variety in the arrangement
of arches, pillars, number of bays, and in the rows of domes
above.

Rewa Kund
A reservoir, built by Baz Bahadur with an aqueduct to provide
Roopmati’s palace with water. Today, the pool is revered as a
sacred spot.

Baz Bahadur’s Palace
Built by Baz Bahadur in the early 16th century, the palace’s
unique features are its spacious courtyards surrounded by
halls and high terraces which afford a superb view of the
surrounding countryside.
 
Roopmati’s Pavilion
The pavilion was originally built as an army observation post.
From its hilltop perch, this graceful structure with its two
pavilions was a retreat of the lovely queen, from where she
could see Baz Bahadur’s palace and the Narmada flowing
through the Nimar plains far below.

Nilkanth
This sacred Shiva shrine is sited
in a magnificent setting, at the
very edge of a steep gorge. In
its tree- shaded courtyard, a
sacred pond is fed by a stream,
and pilgrims still gather to
worship here.

Hathi Mahal, Darya Khan’s
Tomb, Dai ka Mahal, Dai ki
Chhotti Behan Ka Mahal,
Malik Mughit’s Mosque and
Jali Mahal are some of the other
fascinating monuments. There
is also the Echo Point, the

‘Delphic Oracle’ of Mandu. A shout from here reverberates far
below and is heard clearly back. The Lohani Caves and Temple
Ruins, not far from the royal enclave area also merit a visit due
to their association with Mandu’s history and monuments.
Sunset Point, in front of the caves affords a panoramic view of
the surrounding countryside

The Facts
“The elevated plateau is a scene of the most enchanting variety.
Contrasting with undulating tracts shaded by trees, are dark
pools nestling in the hollows and larger lakes glistening in the
sunshine, while rocky ravines alternate with sloping swards,
the entire effect being almost unreal in its beauty. And to
complete the illusion, a thousand feet below are spread vast
plains of the Narmada, the delicate opalescent tints of which....
provide an entrancing background to the whole. On many of
the prominent positions within the broken surface of this magic
landscape.... crowning the heights, are arcaded pavilions and
pillared kiosks, turrets and cupolas...”

Percy Brown: Indian Architecture (The Islamic Period).

Did you Know
Ashrafi Mahal
Built by Hoshang Shah’s successor, Mahmud Shah Khilji, this
“palace of gold coins” facing the Jami Masjid, was conceived
as an academic institution (madrassa) for young boys, and
sundry cells still remain in a fair state of preservation. In the
same complex he built a seven storeyed tower to celebrate his
victory over Rana Khumba of Mewar; of which only one storey
has survived. Also in the ruins is the tomb which was intended
to be the largest structure of Mandu, but which collapsed due
to hasty and faulty construction

Heritage

Elaborately constructed well called
Champa Baoli.
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Step 1.
Take the Paper Glasses or the Ice-Cream cups and paint them
grey with the help of acrylic colours and a broad brush. But do
not dilute the colour too much so that it does not drip down.
Keep it upside down and let it dry.

Step 2.
Now you would need a grey Pastel Paper. Draw the ears, trunk,
feet and tail of the elephant and teeth on a White Cartridge
Sheet.  Cut out all of them with a sharp craft scissors.

Step 3.
To make the tail, draw the tail and then pierce small holes on the
tail end. Now insert the cords one by one. And draw white little
curves on the feet to make nails.

Hey!! every body! here is an interesting,usefull &
creative column were waste material will be used to
make cool usefull things. Come lets learn a few.

An Elephant-Best out of waste

corner����	

Step 4.
Start pasting all the parts in write places one by one. And cut
out a circle out of grey pastel paper to cover the top of the glass
or ice-cream cup.

Tips:
We can paste some pebbles around and create some trees
with the help of green crape paper to give a look of an
Elephant in a jungle.

Fun Filled Creative Paper Glass
Have we ever thought that Paper Glass can be beautiful
decoration pieces! Glasses have always been only used
for serving drinks and thrown away.

Paper Glasses can be used for decoration with a bit of
paint and a few waste materials around us. Some of the
attractive and simple Glasses are here for you to try
your hands on. You can also create your own creative
Glass with little addition here and there. So enjoy
yourself.

Come lets make a cute Elephant out of a Paper Glass.

Materials required:
1. One Paper Glass
2. Grey colour (oil based or water based coloures)
3. Grey pastel paper
4. White cartridge sheet
5. Two plastic Wobbly Eyes
6. Glue
7. Some cords (for making tassels) to create the tail.

Craft Corner
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Watch out for

��	
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Crafts in the next issue

Material required for making Duck
1. One big and a small Paper Glasses
2. Yellow colour (oil based or water based coloures)
3. Yellow poster paper
4. Red poster paper
5. Pair of round plastic wobbly eyes

A Duck-Best out of waste

Step 1.
Draw the wings, feet and the beak of the Duck on white
cartridge sheet.

Step 2.
Paint the Paper Glasses and the wings with yellow colour
and paint the beak and the feet with the red colour.

Step 3.
Cut out the wings, feet and the beak carefully along the
drawing. And fold the edges of the wings and the beak as
shown in the above figure.

Step 4.
Paste the small glass over the big one and keep it upside
down. Paste the wings, feet and beak carefully at the right
place.Paste the small glass over the big one and keep it
upside down. Paste the wings, feet, beak and the wobbly
eyes too carefully at the right place.

Craft Corner
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ver since our son, Alex, was little and I was taking
him from tutoring to speech therapy to therapeutic swimming,
the overwhelming prevalence of women in those settings was
impossible to ignore. In waiting rooms, on the sidelines of
swim and horseback riding lessons, and in parent support
groups, moms were everywhere. Articles, brochures, and even
books offered advice on everything from potty training to
classroom accommodations. But, always, the target audience
was the mother.

It is no wonder, then, that fathers often feel excluded. And in
families where kids have learning disabilities (LD) or Attention-
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (AD/HD), the related emotional
and academic problems can leave fathers feeling even more
excluded from the family dynamics.

“All the literature is very mother-focused. There is a real
shortage of information and support for fathers,” observes
James May, program director for the Washington State Fathers
Network. “I’m amazed at the number of calls I get from men
saying, ‘I can’t find any resources designed for me.’ So often
there is a feeling of, ‘I guess I’m not important.’ It doesn’t help
that you walk into agencies and there are no pictures of men
and their kids on the walls. It’s easy to see why fathers feel
isolated.”

Traditionally, it has been the mother who has carted children
from school to lessons to play dates. And while more dads are

involved in their children’s lives today than ever before, the
gap is still great, particularly for those fathers whose children
struggle in school.

Why Dads Aren’t More Involved
“I tried early on to be really involved in my son’s life at school
and at home,” says one San Francisco Bay Area father of a 12-
year-old son who has attention and motor problems. “It just
seemed to backfire. Every time I made a suggestion or tried to
get involved, my wife would give me ‘the look.’ It was like I
couldn’t do anything right, and since she was home with our
son the most, I finally just backed off.”

This is a common scenario, say family therapists. And the
longer it goes on, the harder it is to change the way fathers
interact with their children with learning difficulties. One factor
that complicates the picture, says Stanford Children’s Health
Council Executive Director, Christopher Harris, is the fact that
the father is often the parent whose genetic history causes
dyslexia (one type of learning disability), which may be passed
on to his child. “From the dad’s perspective,” Harris explains,
“if he had a miserable time in school, living through it again
through his child is a painful déjà vu.”

What often happens, Harris says, is that the father withdraws
from the pain of looking back, or feels unsure how to intercede,
because in many cases, the mom has already taken charge.
Add to that the historic stereotype of the strong, invulnerable
man, and things only become more difficult.

Building the Bond
between Fathers and
Kids with Learning
Difficulties

�

Melinda Sacks
journalist

specialized in writing on
children, education, learning
disabilities, and family issues

USA

Web Watch
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In the case of the stay-at-home mother and the father who
works outside the home, it is even easier for the mother to
become the “do-er,” and the parent who is most knowledgeable
about the child’s struggles.

“My wife was the expert,” says Robert, who has three children,
one of them severely dyslexic. “Whenever there was a school
problem, or a problem with making friends, she would have
read the latest articles or talked with our counselor, so she
would just handle it. The more she did it, the less I was involved.”
Another complicating factor can be when men try to suppress
or deny their feelings about their child’s struggles, Harris says.
“They’ll say to their child with learning difficulties, ‘I overcame
this thing, why can’t you?’ and that can put even more distance
between them.”

Why Kids Need Their Dads
The U.S. Department of Education is working to get fathers
more involved because it is known that children enjoy school
more, and do better, when their fathers participate. Research
also shows that children whose fathers are not very involved
in their daily lives are more likely to drop out of school and
to have problems developing relationships of their own.
Especially in the life of a child who has learning and emotional
issues, the alliance with dad is crucial, say child development
experts.

Bringing Dad into the Picture
If your family is one in which mom is still the authority and the
main participant when it comes to your child with learning
difficulties, there are steps both parents can take to change
that, say experts. Here are some suggestions:

First and foremost, dads need to start speaking up. If either
parent sees a website on issues impacting children and it speaks
only to mothers, it is an opportunity to write to the host and
suggest a change in approach to include fathers. If mom or
dad visits an agency or school office where the presence of
fathers is either unrepresented or not welcome, fathers can let
the administrators know. Don’t be afraid to make suggestions.

Be sure dad has the same information about the child’s LD or
AD/HD that mom has. If mom is the one who surfs the Web for
news and support, share print-outs and take time to discuss
them.

When mothers and fathers can share how they felt about school
when they were growing up, it can clear the air if either parent
is having trouble reliving his or her own academic or social
struggles. Consider seeing a family therapist if this area is too
hard to discuss without a facilitator.

Set aside father-kid time that doesn’t involve the usual
stressors of competition or homework. Find something you
both enjoy and do it purely for fun.

Don’t compete for who’s right. Remember that fathers and
mothers can each have their own approach to problem solving

and neither one has to be “right” or “better.” Often mothers
discourage fathers from handling an issue because they know
men won’t do it the way they would. But therapists say it’s
actually good for kids to learn different approaches from
mothers and fathers, since it reflects the fact that there is more
than one way to approach life.

Look into ways to get support for both parents. There is no
need for moms or dads to go it alone. Whether it’s through a
fathers group dad starts himself, or books and videos geared
toward the father’s perspective, there is support out there for
fathers, too. (See the attached list of websites for some of
these resources.)

Be the Dad Who Shows Up
In the end, whether you are the best-read expert on your child’s
problems is much less important than that you are consistently
present and involved with him, experts have found.

At my house, we have, over time, found ways to divide the
tasks and activities related to our son. My husband is the
golfer and the basketball player, so he shares those activities
with Alex by coaching or just going out to play. I’m usually the
one who reads aloud and helps with book reports. But when it
comes to meeting with teachers or counselors, we both make
time.

Eric Speitzel, whose two grown sons both have dyslexia, says
he has always made time to be around. What has bothered him
is the continuous lack of understanding of other people about
what it is like to be a father of children with LD. “Over and over
I’d hear, ‘Your kids are lazy,’ or, ‘They could do that if they just
tried.’” He says “I’m not dyslexic, but I did everything with my
sons. You have to find ways to get involved and be a part of
what’s going on. You have to try to find out what it’s like.
Everybody should do a simulation (a program with exercises
designed to simulate what it’s like to be dyslexic, put on by
organizations like Parents Helping Parents). It’s about hanging
in there with your kids. You just can’t give up.”

“My 8-year-old daughter and husband have LD. My husband
wasn’t told when he was younger and he just felt stupid. He
has dyslexia. The effects of not feeling like everyone else are
still with him. Now my daughter is going through the same
thing. He didn’t want to help her at first. I explained that
although I do my best I can’t understand what she is going
through. He does. So, he started helping her. She is doing so
much better and feels better about herself because her daddy
has LD too. He isn’t stupid so she knows she isn’t either.
Since he started helping her, her grades have gone up
dramatically. I am so happy that my husband got involved, it
really made a difference for our daughter.” — Jennaren

Whether you are the best-read expert on your child’s problems
is much less important than that you are consistently present
and involved with him

Web Watch
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Technology

igher education acts as a carrier of knowledge
across different sectors of life, dealing with various
development factors. Quality of a nation’s education and
training system holds the future of economic prosperity.
Throughout the twentieth century, the relationship between
education and the economy has always assumed great
significance. The emergence of knowledge based society,
learning communities in cyber café’s and emerging economies
in the globlized world put the pressure on the higher education.
As globalization is the key word to success today, new ways
of learning, living and working together have been led by new
processes of globalization and liberalization. Even higher
education is visualized to be technology mediated. 21st century
recognizes the innovative world of technology and in order to
inculcate and maintain quality in the development, in the field
of higher education, it becomes essential to tap ICT, which is
an uphill task. Global market, communication and entertainment
industries are driving the rapid evolution of high performance
computing and IT. IT based approaches in higher education
will lead to the construction of an intelligent and knowledgeable
society. With adoption of IT and www, education has accelerated
with leaps and bounds. IT can help in increasing the reach and
availability of higher education along with attainment of UEE
and USE. It has the potential to improve and manage different

Atul Pati Tripathi
Lecturer

Amity Institute of Education
Amity University

aspects of higher education such as teaching, learning, research
and evaluation. The new instructional technologies have
increased academic productivity and brought about changes
in pedagogy and curriculum content. To successfully prepare
students as workers and citizens, educators must incorporate
experiences creating and utilizing new forms of expression such
as multimedia, computer simulations and other teaching tools.
These dramatically enhance the educational experiences.

There is ample evidence of individual and collaborative efforts,
focusing the use of media and technology in higher education.
This promotes cooperative learning and aims at the goal of A
3 (Anyone, anytime, anywhere) as the outline of Computer
supported collaborative learning (CSCL) given by O’Malley.
The essential function of CSCL for teaching and learning
include one to one or one to many communications & the
ability to work collaboratively in groups. The mode of
communication may be synchronous or asynchronous.

Telecommunication becoming the way of receiving knowledge
is best exhibited by the telecast for Maths teaching organized
by RCPE, Jaipur in collaboration with IGNOU, in 19 DEPE
districts in Rajasthan.

Global
Perspectives of
Technology
Enabled Education

�
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Technology

Globalization of the markets   and the fierce competition calls
for highly trained, highly efficient educators who are able to
make constructive contribution towards innovation in
methodology and contents to meet the challenges of
globalization.

The use of mobile technology in education is also known as
mobile education or m- education. Mobile technology and the
concept of m-Learning is an evolving trend in education at all
levels. Even classrooms with younger children are benefiting
from the use of hand- held and laptop computers. It has a big
role to play in combating with the problems of UEE & USE.
Social issues can reach every corner of our nation with this
meducation.

Mobile technologies enhances instructional activities and will
continue to help the educational community as it also embraces
the idea of anyone, anytime, anywhere learning. m-learning is
not just about readily accessible information, it also opens up
the possibility for the delivery of audio information, interactive
learning, assessement and real time distance collaboration.
With technological advances and steadily reducing cost, cell
phones are emerging as a viable option for mobile education.
Although their small screen size can have effect on the types
of activities they support and interactivity expand other options
and possibilities for research in learning. Mobile technologies
have provided unique opportunities for educators to deliver
educational materials efficiently and to support the cognitive
and social process of student learning. Educational materials
can be delivered to students through mobile devices. A very
good example is Multicasting Services and Information in
Sweden (MUSIS) an on-going project is to explore, develop
and evaluate a number of innovative multicast services with
regard to mobile multimedia information to be distributed
through mobiles phones in two Swedish university campuses.
Student can communicate and interact with peer group and
educators in real time, using mobile technology. Mobile
technology can also be integrated into curriculum design to
improve interactivity in the classroom. But developing the
programmes will take some time in India.

The concept of total quality management TQM is applicable
to education and it becomes more applicable when applied to
research based education. Many educators believe that the
Deming’s concept of TQM provides guiding principles needed
for reform. Viewed in this TQM approach to education, the
teacher and the school are the suppliers of effective learning
tools, environment and systems to the student, who is the
institution’s primary customer. In another sense the student is
also a worker, whose product is essentially his or her own
continuous improvement and personal growth. The recognition
of the institution as a system and the work done within the
institution must be seen as an on going process. The teachers
must establish the context in which student can best achieve
their potential through the continuous improvement that
results from teachers and students working together.

Technology can be used to construct simulations of the real
world environment wherein the user can interact with the
environment. Simulations can provide a realistic context for
exploration which enables the learner to construct mental
models. The interactivity provided in a simulated environment
can enable learners to see the results of experimentation as the
interactive realistic simulation of soil analysis in the field and
laboratory developed by Koppi & Chaloupka. Programmes like
this enable the components of Kolb’s experiential learning
model to be enacted in the classroom. Same is the case of
Virtual bombing.

Life long learning has become a part of everybody’s life, in all
sorts of contexts and circumstances. It has become essential
for educators because of the information explosion in higher
education. Everyone integrates elements of learning into their
lives. It means recognizing and cherishing those processes
devoted to the generation and renewable of all forms of
intellectual capital.

Uses of technology make the students more actively involved
in learning process as they get greater freedom to explore.
They can test themselves, can get diversity of course material,
and receive individualized instruction and flexibility of time.

With the cooperation of the teacher, technology can provide
learner control in several essential ways: study or reference
materials can be conveniently accessed on the internet, the
process of knowledge acquisition can be given over to the
student and communication can be direct with teacher.

With the advent of technology, the changed education scenario
has modified the role of the teacher. It has surpassed the four
walls of the classroom. The flexibility of timings, input and
output time greatly reduced and the activity time increased,
has made teacher well versed with lots of information from the
materials served on net. And many other hi- tech resources
like digital libraries. Technology has empowered them with tools
like www, CAL, CAM, CAI and many more. e-learning has
enabled them to develop professionally and adopt new and
higher order of learning and teaching skills. The teacher have
to be equipped with the skills and abilities from time to time to
handle the latest technology as the quality and competence of
teachers affect instruction with a strong impact on student
learning.  The modified role of teachers as facilitators and
managers can be achieved by fully equipping them with the
latest technology to enter the world of “Education through
technology.”
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Listing

Apeejay Institute of Design
54, Tuglakabad Institutional Area,
Badarpur Road, Meherauli-Gurgaon
Road, New Delhi-62
Tel: 29957050, 29955459
Bharti College
C-4, Janakpuri, Delhi
Tel: 25547328
College of Art
20-22, Tilak Marg, New Delhi-1
Tel:23383612, 23387485
Eikon Academy
M-39, Outer Circle, Connaught Place
New Delhi-1
Tel: 55308555-58, 55306445-48
International Institute of Fashion
Technology (IIFT)
H-12, South Extension-1, New Delhi
Tel: 26510961
JD Institute of Fashion
Technology
C-7, Behind CBSE Building,
Preet Vihar, Delhi-92
Tel: 22012838, 22019172
National Insitute of Fashion
Technology (NIFT)
NIFT Campus, Near Gulmohar Park,
Hauz Khas, New Delhi-16
Tel: 26965080, 26866414
National Institute of Fashion
Design
100, New Rajdhani Enclave,
II Floor, Vikas Marg, Delhi-92
Tel: 22025001, Mobile: 9810059022
Indraprastha College for Women
31, Shamnath Marg, Daryaganj,
New Delhi-1
Tel: 23954085, 23954086
Maharaja Agrasen College
Mayur Vihar, Pahese-I, Pkt-IV, Delhi
Tel: 22716039

Art  and Fashion
Kalakriti School of Art & Culture
Head Off: 130, Chitra Vihar, Near
Coffee Home, Vikas Marg, Delhi-92
Tel: 55276999, Mobile: 9810241130
Sharda Ukil School of Art
66, Janpath, Connaught Palce,
New Delhi-1
Tel: 23321372
Wigan and Leigh Fashion School
401-402, Skipper Corner, 88 Nehru
Palace, New Delhi-19
Tel: 26421861

Anitoons Animation Academy
H-14/11, Malviya Nagar,
New Delhi-17
Tel: 26673462
Arena Multimedia
2/3, West Patel Nagar, Main Road,
New Delhi
Tel: 2588801
Bit Computer Education
63, Vijay Block, Laxmi Nagar, Vikas
Marg, Delhi-92
Tel: 22019175 Mobile: 9868027778
Reliance Computer Academy
4/75, II Floor, Sector-4 Vaishali
Tel: 95120-2777111
Mobile: 9810204340
Media Mates Academy
B-10, II Floor, Central Market, Lajpat
Nagar, New Delhi
Tel: 55350505 Mobile: 9212190040
Niit Leda (Multimedia)
A-3, Priya Dharshani Vihar, Delhi-92
Tel: 22446322
SAE Technology College
D-72, Hauz Khas, New Delhi-16
Tel: 51631195

Satyam International Polytechnic
for Women
GD Block, Metro Station, Pitam
Pura, New Delhi-54
Tel: 27313042, 27317069
South Delhi Polytechnic for
Women
A-3, South Extension-I, Ring Road,
New Delhi-49
Tel: 24624049, 24699855
Exe Fashion
B-21, Chander Nagar, Near Main Bus
Stand, Krishna Nagar, Delhi-61
Academy of  Fashion and
Designing
A-27, II Floor, Lane No. 2, Madhu
Vihar Market, I.P. Extension, Delhi-
92
Tel: 22533318, Mobile: 9312241928
Trump and Gates Institute of
Fashion
H-108, II Floor, Connaught Place,
Opp. Marina Hotel, New Delhi-1
Sai School of Interior Designing
D-4, Kalkaji, South Extension, Near
Neheru Palace, New Delhi
Tel:26220367, 26227660
Delhi Insititute of Fashion
23, Raja Garden, New Delhi-15
Tel: 25116362, Mobile: 9891343601
Jamia Millia Islamia
Maulana Mohaommad Ali Jauhar
Marg, Jamia Nagar, Okhla, Delhi
Tel: 26831717
Lisa Institute of Fashion
G-86(Above Sagar Ratna), Preet
Vihar, Vikas Marg, Delhi-92
Tel: 22515714, 22429336
Pearl Academy of Fashion
A-21/13, Naraina Industrial Area,
Phase-II, New Delhi-28
Tel: 5147764, 51417693-94

Graphics and Animation

Bharatiya Kala Kendra
Koparnikas Marg, Mandi House,
New Delhi-1
Tel: 23386418/6251
Bharatiya Sangeet Mahavidyalaya
A-59, Lane No. 4, Madhu Vihar,
I.P. Extension, Delhi-92
Tel: 22457565 Mobile: 9899257565
Gandharva Mahavidyalaya
212, Deen Dayal Upadhaya Marg,
New Delhi-1
Tel: 23238784, 23433791
Kalakriti School of Art & Culture
130 Chitra Vihar, Near Preet Vihar,
Vikas Marg, Delhi-110092
Tel: 22441433 Mobile: 9810241130
Sangeetalaya
A-44, Lane No. 19, Madhu Vihar,
I.P. Extension, Delhi-92
Tel: 22012785 Mobile: 9818515949
Swaranjali
327, Gagan Vihar, Opp. DAV School,
Mausam Vihar, Delhi-92
Tel: 30911389
Triveni Kalasangam
Tansen Marg, Mandi House,
New Delhi-1
Tel: 23356139, 23718833

Performing Art
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Artist Keeps
Bollywood-
Poster Making
Alive
His Posters May Be More in
Demand Abroad Than in
India

In the glitzy world of cinema,
it is the poster that tries to
capture the movie’s essence
and the eyes of the public,
whether in Hollywood or
Bollywood, the world’s largest
film industry.
India’s Bollywood produces
about 800 movies per year
and tends to feature classic
romantic plots and abundant
belly dancing.

Artist Balkrishna, now 73, has
seen big changes in the
industry over the decades.
He’s dedicated his life to
making movie posters in
Mumbai and is one of the last
Bollywood poster painters
left in the country. He was
only 12 when he left a life of
poverty and came to the big
city in search of his fortune.
“I used to have a lot of workers
with me,” said Balkrishna. “I
painted day and night
because every Thursday the
movie would come out and I
had to work for that. But now
there is not much work left.”

Today, modern digital
billboards have swept away
the old handmade posters.
Displayed at every downtown

theater of Mumbai, the new
posters are slick, but some
argue they have lost much of
their Indian charm. The old
posters often featured warm-
red colors and princesslike
actresses gazing into the air.
The new posters mimic
today’s American movie
posters. Despite the changing
times, Balkrishna has refused
to give up his art. When most
of his work dried up, he left
his lofty studio for a tiny one
in the suburbs of Mumbai to
try to keep his tradition alive.
Of his two sons, one is
working for the booming IT
industry, which is driving the
country’s economy. His other
son helps him by
commissioning paintings
abroad, a business that allows
the old painter and his art to
survive.

“There is not much hope for
this art in India,” said
Balkrishna, “but there are
people who are more
appreciative of this tradition
in foreign lands.” The artist
now sells paintings to avid
Bollywood fans from around
the world. Some of them ask
him to reproduce the
billboards of bygone
Bollywood blockbusters like
“Mother India” or “Devdas.”
Other fans come with special
requests.
http://abcnews.go.com
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Dancer displays
India's styles to
help young heart
patients

Just $1,000 can help buy sur-
gery needed for survival, art-
ist says

When Indian dancer Sreyashi
Dey and her friends and fam-
ily take the stage at
Washtenaw Community Col-

lege on Saturday, the show
they present, "Dance India,''
will be a little like Michigan
weather: changeable and di-
verse in a short space of time.
The evening, a benefit for the
Sparsh Foundation, which
Dey founded to help children
in India get needed heart sur-
gery, is a survey of four of the
main styles of Indian classical
dance: Odissi, a sensuous
style from East India, influ-
enced by temple sculpture;
Bharatanatyam, a dynamic,
geometric South Indian style;
Kuchipudi, another South In-
dian style with fast, rhythmic
footwork, stylized mime and
more realistic acting; and
Kathak, a North Indian style
with fast footwork, spins and
innovative use of expression.
The performance is a presen-
tation of Dey's Shristi Dances
of India and the University of
Michigan Center for South
Asian Studies. To present this
primer, Dey, a specialist in
Odissi dance who has made
Ann Arbor home for the last
several years, sought a little
help from her friends.
"I wanted to bring in more of
the local performers,'' Dey
said in a recent phone conver-
sation. "The other three per-
formers have been here for a
long time, and they all have
established dance schools
and groups and perform in the
area.''

Sudha Chandrasekhar's
Baratanatyam company,
Hindu Temple Rhythms, is
based in Oak Park; Sandhya
Sree Atmakuri (Kuchipudi
style) heads the Natya Dharmi
Foundation in Rochester Hills;
and Ashoka Rao (Kathak
style) hails from Swartz Creek.
For the Odissi portion of the
program - each segment lasts
about 25 minutes, she said,
and includes both the tradi-
tional rhythmic and abhinaya
(story-telling) sections - Dey

called on some of her best stu-
dents, who happen to include
her 14-year-old twin daugh-
ters, Ishika and Kritika Rajan,
who have attended Tappan
Middle School and will start
at Pioneer High School in the
fall.

"They've been studying with
me for a long time, as well as in
India and with visiting gurus,
and they've been performing
with me in the last year or so,''
she said. Dey herself travels
back to her native India fre-
quently, and it was on a recent
trip - to be with her father, who
required serious heart surgery
following a heart attack - that
she became acquainted with
the plight of children from dis-
advantaged families who need
surgery for congenital heart
problems. That led her to
found the nonprofit founda-
tion Sparsh. And founding it
led her to this benefit perfor-
mance.

"Every year I do performances
for different causes, so I
thought I would do this,'' she
said. "We only need to raise
$1,000 per surgery because the
amount will be matched, and it
costs $2,000 approximately for
open-heart surgery in India.
The fact that it costs so little
to get good quality health care
in India and to save a child's
life means that people's dona-
tions have a very concrete ef-
fect. Sparsh means touch.
People can touch somebody's
life and be touched in the pro-
cess. "For me, one of my pas-
sions is to make a connection
between art and social causes.
As artists, we try to work on
our art and be creative and
maintain artistic excellence,
but if we are useful in some
other ways, it really makes it
worthwhile.''

For more information on Sparsh,
visit sparshlife.org.
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Cultural
exchange
agreement
between India
and Belarus
New Delhi, April 18. (PTI):
Indian artists, professors,
teachers and students will
participate in international
events to be held in Belarus
following an agreement with
the country in the field of art,
culture and education.

Under the Programme of
Cooperation, which was
signed by Minister of Culture
Ambika Soni and Belarus
Foreign Minister Sergei
Martynov on Monday
evening, information on
International music, dance
and folklore festivals will be
exchanged and held in their
respective countries.

Apart from artists and experts
participating in international
cultural events to be held in
each other’s country, the two
countries will also collaborate
in the exchange on audio and
video in the field of performing
arts.

“They will organise artistic
exhibitions and encourage
establishing direct links and
exchanges between the
cultural establishments and
artistic educational
institutions,” a statement
issued here on Tuesday said.

Both the countries will also
encourage collaboration
between Indian and
Belarusian Governmental
establishments of
cinematography and explore
possibility of signing a co-
production agreement, it said.
They will also organise
cinema weeks and will take
part in International Film

Festivals to be held in each
other’s countries.

To promote establishing direct
cooperation between
educational institutions in
each other’s countries, the
two will implement joint
scientific research works,
exchange probationers,
professors, teachers and
students on a parity basis.

They will also explore
possibility of mutual exchange
of visits of journalists and
mass media experts, it said.

http://www.hindu.com
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Rue De Sarnath

The French get a taste of clas-
sical India at a grand exhibi-
tion of Gupta art in Paris. A
visitor walks past a sandstone
sculpture of Shiva and
ParvatiFrance resumed its ro-
mance with L'Inde when a pan-
oramic exhibition of classical
Indian art opened at the pres-
tigious Grand Palais in the
heart of Paris earlier this
month. Some 110 Gupta-era
masterpieces, collected from
17 museums across India, are
evoking awe and wonder in
equal degree. For, 'The Golden
Age of Classical India, Gupta
Empire', running till June 25, is
the first exhibition of this
scope and magnitude, and has
been nine long years in the
making.First proposed in 1998
during President Jacques
Chirac's visit to India, the
French had been pressing for
it as a fitting exchange for the
retrospective of Picasso works
they exhibited in Delhi and
Mumbai in 2001. Complex ne-
gotiations between the Na-
tional Museum in Delhi and its
French partner, the Musee
Guimet in Paris, involved
agreement over the selection
of pieces besides coordinat-
ing their safe dispatch from

museums across India. And
waiting for the completion of
the renovation of the Grand
Palais-since it was felt that an
exhibition of this import must
have nothing less than the
most prestigious exhibition
space in Paris. The Gupta art
exhibition is part of France's
celebration of 2007 as the year
of Indian culture, and is the
third major cultural event-com-
ing on the heels of a grand
expo at Lille, focusing on
popular Indian culture, featur-
ing gigantic fibreglass el-
ephants and Bollywood
memorabilia, and the Salon du
Livre book fair in March, with
a constellation of Indian au-
thors as its guests of honour.

Among the masterpieces now
on view at the Grand Palais are
the Bodhisattva
Avalokiteshwara from
Sarnath, whose expression of
blissful serenity has been
carved out of Chunar sand-
stone; a rare bifacial image of
Shiva and Uma Maheshwari in
red-mottled sandstone from
Mathura; and a magnificent
early 5th-century Vishnu
sculpture with Varaha and
Narasimha avatars perched on
either shoulder. Also on dis-
play are gold coins impressed
with each Gupta emperor's in-
signia which, the French news-
papers gush, are so dazzling
they could well be mistaken for
jewellery. One particularly
stunning piece is a red sand-
stone sculpture of
Shakyamuni Buddha's torso-
through the ripples of his mo-
nastic robes, the folds of the
antariya, or undergarment, can
be glimpsed. This trompe l'oeil
impression of transparency is
the work of a famed master
sculptor of the age named
Dinna. Most other works are
by unnamed artists.

Sublime as these pieces are,
some of the most precious ex-

amples of Gupta art remain in
India as they belong to the
'AA' category of national trea-
sures, and are forbidden to
leave the country. The lustre
of the Gupta empire, despite
being widely acknowledged to
be the golden age of classical
India, remains largely un-
known internationally. Span-
ning the whole of northern In-
dia from the late 5th century
AD to the 7th century, the
Gupta empire produced India's
most brilliant intellectual lumi-
naries, such as astronomer-
mathematicians Varahamihira
and Aryabhatta, and poets
and dramatists Banabhatta
and Kalidasa. This enlight-
ened age is compared to
Periclean-era Greece, the ze-
nith of the T'ang dynasty in
China, and the Renaissance in
Europe.

Though most of the Gupta rul-
ers were themselves
Vaishnavite, the religious tol-
erance they nurtured pro-
duced superb Shaivite, Jain
and Buddhist art-especially at
Mathura and Sarnath. But it is
the Buddhist sculpture that
attained an unparalleled
beauty, influencing art all
along the Silk Route. As emi-
nent art historian Stella
Kramrisch, describing the
Gupta Buddha images, puts it,
"No other phase of Indian art
approaches its perfection in
creating the superhuman fea-
tures of a state of perfect
knowledge."

Dr J.E.Dawson, who was part
of the curatorial team, also be-
lieves that what makes Gupta
sculptures exceptional is their
spiritual, meditative quality.
"The greatness of the Gupta
age can be best summed up
by this quote from Kalidasa....
Na rupam papa vritteye, which
means 'Beauty, but not for
sin'," says Dawson, who
heads the archaeology depart-
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Lost and not
found: India’s
stolen artifacts

Theft is chipping away
slowly but surely at India’s
heritage treasures, with at

ment in the National Museum.
"The art of the Kushana pe-
riod (which preceded the Gupta
age) is more naturalistic, vo-
luptuous and sensuous-from
breasts to private parts, every-
thing is shown so blatantly. In
Gupta art, you don't find this,
it is far more spiritual."

This ethereal sense of seren-
ity gives Gupta-era art a time-
less, universal appeal, as Jean-
Francois Jarrige, the chief com-
missioner of the exhibition and
director of the Musee Guimet,
points out, "The masterpieces
of Gupta art are suffused with
an ideal of clarity and calm-
ness that places them outside
time." It's an appeal that's
drawing large crowds to see
the exhibition. Says Dr
Dawson, who attended the in-
auguration: "There was no
place to walk! The response
was overwhelming." Exults
Jarrige: "The exhibition has
just started, and we're already
attracting 2,000 visitors a
day."Rave reviews in the
French papers and magazines
have helped swell the crowds.
As Le Monde's art critic,
Emmanuel de Roux, notes, to
French people accustomed to
exuberant, over-the-top im-
ages of India, this exhibition
shows the restrained elegance
of India's classical age. Or, as
another French reviewer puts
it, this "exceptional exhibition"
affords a rare glimpse into an
art that's as precious a part of
the Indian identity as the
Mona Lisa is to the French.

http://www.outlookindia.com

least 32 idols and artefacts
under the protection of the
archaeological authority
going missing in the last
three years.

According to data from the
ministry of culture, 38
protected works of art have
been stolen since 2004 but law-
enforcing agencies have
managed to find only six of
them.

Among those recovered are a
Shivling from the Bumzuva
Cave in Anantnag district of
Jammu and Kashmir, a Jain
image of Alathur in Tamil
Nadu and an Anant Shesh idol
from the Laxman temple in
Chhattisgarh.

While these were under the
protection of the
Archaeological Survey of
India (ASI), many others too
have been stolen and
probably smuggled abroad.

‘The theft cases are a cause
of concern for the ministry of
culture and we have asked the
concerned state governments
to take up the issue in a more
strict manner. Two cases, one
each in West Bengal and
Bihar, have been handed over
to the CBI and they are doing
a good job,’ Tourism and
Culture Minister Ambika Soni
told IANS.

The ASI has collected theft
data from all over the country
and submitted a report card
to the culture ministry. Among
the states, Madhya Pradesh
tops the list of places from
where relics have been stolen
followed by Rajasthan.

In Madhya Pradesh, 14 art
objects, including 11
sandstone sculptures, and
one stone sculpture have
been stolen.

Among these are two Buddha
idols - one in sitting posture
and the other in meditating
posture - that have been
missing since Jan 20 this year.
However, the state police
recovered one female deity,
Tara.

In Rajasthan, 10 artefacts,
including seven sculptures
from several parts of the state
and one wheel and cart frame
from the Archaeological
Museum in Kalibagan, are
missing.

However, what is heartening
is the recovery of 17 of the 18
idols that had been missing
from Patna Museum. These are
not part of the 32 ASI
protected artefacts missing
since 2004.

Eighteen bronze idols have
been stolen from the state-
owned museum Sep 27, 2006.
The case was handed over to
the CBI and so far 17 idols
have been recovered, the theft
report card of the ministry
stated.

Apart from ASI protected
artefacts, one relic from the
Kolkata-based Indian
Museum, an autonomous
body under the ministry of
culture, has been missing
since Dec 29, 2004.

After the state police failed to
crack the case and recover the
stone head of Lord Buddha,
the case was handed over to
the Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI).

Elaborating on the smuggling
of artworks from India, ASI
director general C. Babu
Rajeev said: ‘We have already
signed an agreement with
China to stop illegal
smuggling of these heritage
items. Such agreements with
other countries are in the
pipeline.’

Idol theft in Delhi and its
adjoining areas is also
peaking. In January, this year,
10 precious idols were stolen
from a Jain temple in Gurgaon
on the outskirts of Delhi. The
idols were made of
‘ashtadhatu’ or eight metals,
and some were up to five
centuries old.

A 900-year-old idol stolen
from a temple in Uttar Pradesh
was recovered in Delhi and
two people were arrested in
connection with the theft last
month.

In another incident, three 700-
year-old Jain idols costing
Rs.130 million on the
international market were
recovered in Delhi in March
from a man who allegedly
planned to smuggle them out
of the country. In the three
above cases, the idols were
not ASI protected.

Soni said her ministry is in
touch with Indian embassies
abroad to keep a close tab on
such illegal activities and is
consulting the CBI to devise
ways to curb them. The
government is planning
amendments to the
Antiquities and Art Treasures
Act, 1972 to make the
provisions more stringent.

http://www.indiaenews.com

Monuments
restored or
patched up?

The Archaeological Survey of
India’s efforts to give Delhi’s
two world heritage
monuments a new look have
not found favour with
conservationists.

Most of the Qutub Minar’s
buff sandstone has been
replaced with pink blocks up
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to the first storey while the
Humayun Tomb has patches
of new marble and light-pink
sandstone slabs all over.
Conservationists say this is
against international
conservation norms for
heritage sites. The norms
require that the authenticity
of the structures is maintained.

A senior ASI official said
some sandstone slabs at the
Qutub had to be replaced as
the iron dowels holding them
together had rusted and
expanded. Result: the stones
cracked and started
crumbling. He said since
conservation and
management plans were not
mandatory when the Qutub
Minar and the Humayun
Tomb were given Unesco’s
World Heritage Site status,
none were prepared.

But Nicole Bolomey,
programme specialist (culture)
at Unesco’s Delhi office said
management and
conservation plans were a
must for all world heritage
sites. “These plans have to be
prepared by well-qualified
conservation architects,” she
said. “Management and
conservation plans are
obligatory for the continuance
of world heritage status
recognition.”

At the Qutub Minar, ochre
and buff stones have been
replaced with pink and cream
ones. While the original
veneer stones are hand-
chiselled and have a dull
shine, the new ones are
machine-cut. The Qutub’s
renovation was completed
earlier this year. Work has now
started on Imam Zamin’s tomb
adjacent to it.

At the Humayun Tomb,
several sandstone blocks on

the plinth level have been
replaced.

They too do not match the
brick-red slabs used in the
original structure. At some
places, single slabs have been
replaced with two new ones,
changing the architectural
detail. In places where old
marble slabs have been
replaced with new, the
surrounding slabs have got
chipped or damaged at the
edges.

OP Jain, convener of the Delhi
chapter of the Indian National
Trust for Art and Cultural
Heritage, says “minimal
intervention” is the rule for
heritage monuments. If the
damage is irreparable, then
identical material has to be
used and proper
documentation should be
done so that any researcher
can evaluate whether the
restoration has been done in
the right manner.

Conservation architect Nalini
Thakur, who had protested
against similar stone-
replacement work at the
Qutub over a decade ago, says
a proper policy has to be put
in place. The philosophy and
guidelines for heritage
conservation have to be well
defined if the country’s rich
heritage is to be preserved,
she says.

ASI Director General C Babu
Rajeev said he could not
comment on the issue.

www.hindustantimes.com

DD to telecast
largest series on
sculpture of
India

NEW DELHI: Doordarshan is
to commence shortly the tele-

cast of a comprehensive docu-
mentation of 'The Sculpture of
India'.

The series has been produced,
directed, written and photo-
graphed by eminent lensman
Benoy Behl along with asso-
ciate director Latika Gupta and
assistant cameraman Gopal
Prajapati.Benoy has now won
a place for himself in the Limca
Book of Records for traveling
more than 80,000 km all over
the country and in museums
overseas, filming the 26-epi-
sode series. Benoy says his
journey had inspired him to
embark on a new series on an-
cient Buddhist art in India.
Apart from this, he is also
shooting a series on the Cos-
mopolitan Life in Ancient In-
dia. He hopes to complete both
these series shortly.This series
comes close on the heels of
another series made by the in-
ternationally acclaimed Dr S
Krishnaswamy and Dr
Mohana of Krishnaswamy
Associates and funded by
Prasar Bharati titled "Indian
Imprints' about the impact of
Indian art and culture in South
East Asia. The first phase of
the project which resulted in
22 episodes was shot in about
100 locations in five countries
- Indonesia, Thailand, Cambo-
dia, Laos and Vietnam.
www.indiantelevision.com

Creative
connections

Dhiraj Choudhury has worked
in a variety of media, but this
71-year-old artist's driving
force is his need to forge a link
with people.

It is not often that you get an
artist who upholds the primacy
of the line over painting. Nor
do you often come across art-
ists whose social concerns
have been as intermingled with

the aesthetic. Dhiraj
Choudhury has mastered
many an art form, but in any
conversation with him, ever so
often you find him stressing
the emotional, the humane, the
human aspect of art. "I am aim-
ing to touch you," is his oft-
repeated mantra, almost an
aphorism, coupled with "I can-
not express myself in a few
words."

As Delhi hosts a retrospective
of the master, the muse is in a
distinctly nostalgic mood.
"My work was exhibited at the
first ever show at Lalit Kala
Akademi (LKA) when I was
just 26, and it feels special that
my retrospective is being held
here too," says the Kolkata-
based artist. The week-long
retrospective is on at LKA, the
'official' home of visual arts in
India, a venue he has been
long associated with while
teaching in the city's Collegeof
Arts.

Though he has worked with
various media, Choudhury has
been among the select few who
has for long striven to pro-
mote the place of drawing in
India, commonly considered
just the starting point for the
generally regarded acme of the
visual arts-the painting. And
often dubbed as a 'classical'
artist, the determination to
stick to drawings for long came
is no place for love, nor time
for anyone else. Times like
these have inspired me to draw
from ancient subjects, when
peopleconnected."

Coming back to the present,
Choudhury's LKP retrospec-
tive is rich in the quality and
range of work. More signifi-
cantly, it also is a great example
of art not remaining confined
to the canvas.
www.financialexpress.com
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Bringing art to
life in print
Some of the world’s most
advanced printing
technology has helped bring
priceless art to the streets.

Life-size reproductions of
masterpieces from the likes of
Constable and Da Vinci have
been unveiled across central
London.

Hewlett Packard used new
technology in its DesignJet
10000 printer when creating
the display of the National
Gallery’s Grand Tour.

The process involves printing
on a new vinyl called Epiflex.
‘Three-year lifespan’ HP
says when combined with a
waterproof laminate, the vinyl
will stop colours fading for
three years.

Lab tests suggest prints may
still look the same after a
decade. The paintings were
reproduced by Electronic
Printing Services in Leeds.  Its
Managing Director, Steve
Farley, said he travelled the
world looking for a printing
machine that could produce
pictures containing billions of
pixels at extremely high
resolution.

“We had the money to invest
but there wasn’t really
anything to invest in until we
found HP. The image is 2.5m

wide by 64m long. You don’t
get any degradation of
image.”

Mr Farley believed that
despite the high technological
standards, the process was
cost effective. He said the
largest pictures cost around
£200 ($400) each to reproduce.
‘Little versatility’ However,
others in the industry are less
convinced of HP’s merits.

Dr Sean Smyth, technical
director at UK firm Duncan
Print and a columnist for
PrintWeek, admitted Hewlett
Packard’s technology was
advanced, but argued that it
was less versatile than at least
one major competitor.

He said the Epson Stylus 9600
was more suitable for most
printing situations because it
used pigmented, or dyed, ink
rather than ink made up of
solvents.

Dr Smyth added that
pigmented inks worked well
on a variety of materials
including paper, but that
solvents had to be sprayed on
to highly tailored surfaces,
boosting production costs.
“If HP put ink on special
material, that will give it
stability. We want to buy
material from wherever we can
get it, so we went to Epson.
With pigmented inks, you’re
not tied into the one
company.”

But for most people who are
sampling the Grand Tour
around the streets of London,
the cost debate is irrelevant.
As the National Gallery’s
project designer Danielle
Chidlow put it, members of the
public have even thought real
works of art have been left
outdoors.

Digital data base
to protect intan-
gible cultural
heritage

NEW DELHI: After starting a
dialogue with patent offices in
the US, Japan and Europe for
protecting India's centuries-
old knowledge in medicine,
the government has now
turned its attention to protect-
ing elements of folk culture
that has immense commercial
value. The ministry of culture
and the Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research
(CSIR) is planning to create a
digital database of intangible
cultural heritage such as
songs, instrumental music, ar-
chitectural concepts, martial
arts, legends, paintings and
pottery as the first step to-
wards protecting them from
misappropriation.

This electronic inventory
would constitute evidence of
what is already known and
practised (called prior art)
which could be used to chal-
lenge misappropriation in any
segment from branded
jewellery and designer cloths
to legend-based movies. Late
last month, during a UNESCO
conference held in New Delhi,
representatives from Canada,
Brazil, UK, Switzerland and
Japan studied the digital data-
base India has prepared on tra-
ditional medicine--the only
one so far of its kind. For docu-
menting cultural expressions,
this model is likely to be
adopted by other countries.

"For a globally binding legal
framework on protecting cul-
tural heritage, the World Intel-
lectual Property Organisation
(WIPO) has sought comments
from all member nations on ten
issues. Their response would
form the basis of an eventual

international framework", said
V K Gupta, head of IT division,
CSIR and the man behind the
database on traditional medi-
cine. The proposed database
on cultural expressions would
be useful when the global
framework for benefit sharing
with the community that has
been practising the art be-
comes a reality. According to
experts, intangible cultural
heritage has been generously
adopted by popular western
as well as Indian fashion de-
signers in their creations.
Lucknow's famous chinkari
embroidery that prominently
figure in some Indian design-
ers' work and Chinese pottery
designs used generously by
ceramics companies are ex-
amples of misappropriation,
where the original practitio-
ners do not get any benefit.
Since the commercial value is
quite high and developing na-
tions have significantly higher
cultural wealth, rich countries
are not quite eager to disallow
the commercial exploitation of
such wealth in their countries.

There are a couple of issues
where protection of cultural
expressions contradicts with
the patent protection of an in-
vention. Patents are granted
to useful new inventions,
while cultural expressions and
traditional knowledge are
known to mankind for centu-
ries. While new inventions and
creative works may be inspired
by existing knowledge and
other cultural and biological
resources, the frameworks for
protecting these diverse as-
pects need to have a smooth
interface.
gireesh.prasad@timesgroup.com
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Primera Technology, Inc., the
world's leading developer and
manufacturer of CD, DVD and
Blu-ray Disc duplication and
printing equipment, today an-
nounces factory-direct re-
bates for the Bravo SE Disc
Publisher, Bravo SE Blu Disc
Publisher and Bravo SE
AutoPrinter.

"For the first time, automated
disc burning and printing is
now available for less than
$1000 (MSRP)," said Mark D.
Strobel, Primera Technology's
Vice President of Sales and
Marketing. "This more afford-
able price will be especially at-
tractive to independent
videographers, recording stu-
dios, schools, churches,
home-based businesses, non-
profits and charities as well as
departments in companies and
organizations of all sizes."

Rebates are available through
June 30, 2007 and are valid
only in the USA and Canada.
Factory-direct rebate forms
with complete details can be
printed at www.primera.com/
rebate.pdf.

Primera Technol-
ogy Offers Best-
Ever Rebates on
Bravo SE Disc
Publishers

Toshiba to add
recyclable toner
technology to
more printers

Printing giant Toshiba has
confirmed it is keen to expand
its recyclable toner technol-
ogy right across its portfolio
in a move it hopes will eradi-
cate the hassle and environ-
mental problems posed by dis-
posing of waste toner.

The company said it plans to
introduce its 100 percent toner
recycling technology to four
more of its mono multi-func-
tional printers (MFPs) next
year, taking to 11 the number
of models available with the
new technology.

"A lot of our customers, par-
ticularly in the corporate mar-
ket where environmental con-
cerns are so prevalent, see it
as an important feature and we
want to make it standard on all
our mono machines over time,"
said Jamie Mackenzie, Product
Manager at Toshiba. "It will
take a bit longer to introduce it
to colour machines as it needs
a different mechanical ap-
proach, but ultimately we aim
to introduce it there too."

The system works by collect-
ing waste toner that falls off
the page and feeding it back
into new toner, where an elec-
tronic charge process ensures
it attaches itself to the new
toner so it can be re-used.

Mackenzie said that this pro-
cess could be undertaken with
"no detriment to print qual-
ity", and not only removed the

need to collect and dispose of
the waste toner, but also en-
sured that toner cartridges last
longer as none of the sub-
stance is going to waste. "You
get a percentage more print-
ing from the same amount of
toner," he said.

The toner recycling mecha-
nism is part of a wider strat-
egy at Toshiba to limit the en-
vironmental impact of its prod-
ucts, according to Mackenzie,
which has also seen it invest
heavily in developing docu-
ment management software
solutions that help reduce the
need for printing and power-
saving mechanisms that en-
hance its products' energy ef-
ficiency.

Dynatech Brings
Samsung Printer
to
N. America

Dynatech Technology added
the Samsung SMP300 screen
printing system to its SM
series distribution in North
America. The system — part
of Dynatech’s turnkey
manufacturing line from
Samsung, including the SM
series, CP component-
placement system, RF30
reflow soldering systems, and
board-handling systems —
provides automatic printing
with proprietary handling
technology and 2D post-print
inspection.
The manufacturing systems
are available with “single-
source” support from
Dynatech. The SMP300 is

said to increase print quality
with a durable design and
familiar user interface,
complementing Samsung
assembly lines. Continuous
throughput and increased
yields are enabled by
programmable 2-D inspection,
wet/dry under-stencil wiping,
and a three-stage conveyor
systems with extended input
and output conveyors to
eliminate buffer units in the
SMT line.

Proprietary top and side
clamping align PCBs at the
proper plane and height for
printing, while two charge-
coupled device (CCD)
cameras, a multi-axis servo-
motor-controlled stage, and
automatic recognition
features identify fiducials. The
print head is closed-loop and
pneumatically controlled. The
printer enables designs with
01005 form factors. Additional
features include a proprietary
advanced separation control
(ASC) that prevents
unwanted paste deposition
on the stencil; users can
configure profiles with six
different separation profiles
tailored to process needs,
stencil design, solder paste,
and board geometries. The
printer handles PCBs from 50
× 50 mm to 610 × 510 mm.
http://smt.pennnet.com
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e was born and raised near Vinci, Italy, the illegitimate son of a notary, Messer Piero, and a peasant woman,
Caterina. He had no surname in the modern sense, “da Vinci” simply meaning “of Vinci”. His full birth name was “Leonardo di
ser Piero da Vinci”, meaning “Leonardo, son of (Mes)ser Piero from Vinci.”

Leonardo has often been described as the archetype of the “Renaissance man”, a man whose seemingly infinite curiosity was
equalled only by his powers of invention. He is widely considered to be one of the greatest painters of all time and perhaps the
most diversely talented person ever to have lived.

Leonardo da Vinci
Leonardo di ser Piero da Vinci
(April 15, 1452 – May 2, 1519) was an Italian polymath:
scientist, mathematician, engineer, inventor, anatomist,
painter, sculptor, architect, musician, and writer.

�

The Great Master
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It is primarily as a painter that Leonardo was and is renowned.
Two of his works, the Mona Lisa and The Last Supper occupy
unique positions as the most famous, the most illustrated and
most imitated portrait and religious painting of all time. Their
fame is approached only by Michelangelo’s Creation of Adam.
Leonardo’s drawing of the Vitruvian Man is also iconic.

As an engineer, Leonardo conceived ideas vastly ahead of his
own time, conceptually inventing a helicopter, a tank, the use
of concentrated solar power, a calculator, a rudimentary theory
of plate tectonics, the double hull, and many others. Relatively
few of his designs were constructed or were feasible during
his lifetime. Some of his smaller inventions such as an automated
bobbin winder and a machine for testing the tensile strength
of wire entered the world of manufacturing unheralded.

He greatly advanced the state of knowledge in the fields of
anatomy, civil engineering, optics, and the study of water.

Leonardo was born on April 15,
1452, at Anchiano, a hamlet near the
Tuscan hill town of Vinci, in the
lower valley of the Arno River in
the territory of Florence. He was the
illegitimate son of Ser Piero da
Vinci, a Florentine notary, and
Caterina, a peasant. Little is known
about his early life, which has been
the subject of historical conjecture
by Vasari and others.

Leonardo was later to record only
two incidents of his childhood.
One, which he regarded as an omen,
was when a hawk dropped from the
sky and hovered over his cradle, its
tail feathers brushing his face.

The second incident occurred while
he was exploring in the mountains.
He discovered a cave and recorded
his emotions at being, on one hand,
terrified that some great monster
might lurk there and on the other,
driven by curiosity to find out what
was inside.

At the age of five, he went to live in
the household of his father,
grandparents and uncle,
Francesco, in the small town of

Vinci, where his father had married a sixteen-year-old girl named
Albiera, who loved Leonardo but unfortunately died young.

Vasari, the 16th century biographer of Renaissance painters,
tells the story of how a local peasant requested that Ser Piero
ask his talented son to paint a picture on a round plaque.
Leonardo responded with a painting of snakes spitting fire
which was so terrifying that Ser Piero sold it to a Florentine art
dealer, who sold it to the Duke of Milan. Meanwhile, having
made a profit, Ser Piero bought a plaque decorated with a heart
pierced by an arrow which he gave to the peasant.

Professional life, 1476-1519

The earliest known dated work of Leonardo’s is a drawing
done in pen and ink of the Arno valley, drawn on 5 August,
1473.

The Great Master
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It is assumed that Leonardo had his own workshop in Florence
between 1476 and 1481. He was commissioned in 1478 to paint
an altarpiece for the Chapel of St Bernard and in 1481 by the
Monks at Scopeto for The Adoration of the Magi. In 1482
Leonardo, whom Vasari tells us was a most talented musician,
created a silver lyre in the shape of a horse’s head. Lorenzo de’
Medici was so impressed with this that he decided to send
both the lyre and its maker to Milan, in order to secure peace
with Ludovico il Moro, Duke of Milan. At this time Leonardo
wrote an often-quoted letter to Ludovico, describing the many
marvellous and diverse things that he could achieve in the
field of engineering and informing the Lord that he could also
paint.

Between 1482 and 1499, when Louis XII of France occupied
Milan, much of Leonardo’s work was in that city. It was here
that he was commissioned to paint two of his most famous
works, the Virgin of the Rocks for the Confraternity of the
Immaculate Conception, and The Last Supper for the monastery
of Santa Maria delle Grazie. While living in Milan between
1493 and 1495 Leonardo listed a woman called Caterina as
among his dependants in his taxation documents. When she
died in 1495, the detailed list of expenditure on her funeral
suggests that she was his mother rather than a servant girl.

For Ludovico, he worked on many different projects which
included the preparation of floats and pageants for special
occasions, designs for a dome for Milan Cathedral and a model
for a huge equestrian monument to Francesco Sforza,
Ludovico’s predecessor. Leonardo modelled a huge horse in
clay. Known as the “Gran Cavallo”, seventy tons of metal were
set aside for casting it in bronze. It surpassed in size the only
two large equestrian statues of the Renaissance, Donatello’s
statue of Gattemelata in Padova and Verrocchio’s Bartolomeo
Colleoni in Venice. The monument remained unfinished for
several years, which was not in the least unusual for Leonardo.
Michelangelo rudely implied that he was unable to cast it.[7] In
1495 the bronze was used for cannons to defend the city from
invasion under Charles VIII.

The French returned to invade Milan in 1498 under Louis XII
and the invading French used the “Gran Cavallo” for target
practice.

With Ludovico Sforza overthrown, Leonardo, with his assistant
Salaino and friend, the mathematician Luca Pacioli, fled Milan
for Venice. In Venice he was employed as a military architect
and engineer, devising methods to defend the city from naval
attack.

Returning to Florence in 1500, he entered the services of Cesare
Borgia, the son of Pope Alexander VI, acting as a military
architect and engineer and travelling throughout Italy with his
patron. In Forlì he met Caterina Sforza, of whom it is speculated
by some that the Mona Lisa may be a portrait. At Cesenatico
he designed the port. In 1506 he returned to Milan, which was
in the hands of Maximilian Sforza after Swiss mercenaries had
driven out the French. Many of Leonardo’s most prominent
pupils or followers in painting either knew or worked with him

The Great Master

in Milan, including Bernardino Luini, Giovanni Antonio
Boltraffio and Marco D’Oggione.

From 1513 to 1516, Leonardo lived in Rome, where Raphael
and Michelangelo were both active at the time. In Florence, he
was part of a committee formed to relocate, against the artist’s
will, Michelangelo’s statue of David.

In 1515, François I of France retook Milan. Leonardo was
commissioned to make a centrepiece (a mechanical lion) for
the peace talks between the French king and Pope Leo X in
Bologna. In 1516, he entered François’ service, being given
the use of the manor house Clos Lucé[13] next to the king’s
residence at the royal Chateau Amboise. It was here that he
spent the last three years of his life. The King granted Leonardo
and his entourage generous pensions: the surviving document
lists 1,000 écus for the artist, 400 for Count Francesco Melzi,
(his pupil, named as “apprentice”), and 100 for Salaino
(“servant”). In 1518 Salaino left Leonardo and returned to Milan,
where he eventually perished in a duel.

Leonardo died at Clos Lucé, France, on May 2, 1519. François
I had become a close friend. Vasari records that the King held
Leonardo’s head in his arms as he died. According to his wish,
sixty beggars followed his casket. He was buried in the Chapel
of Saint-Hubert in the castle of Amboise. Although Melzi was
his principal heir and executor, Salaino was not forgotten,
receiving half of Leonardo’s vineyards and the Mona Lisa.

Some twenty years after Leonardo’s death, François was
reported by the goldsmith and sculptor Benevenuto Cellini as
saying:

“No man ever lived who had learned as much about sculpture,
painting, and architecture, but still more that he was a very
great philosopher.”

Birth name Leonardo di Ser Piero
Born April 15, 1452 Anchiano, Florence, Italy
Died May 2, 1519Amboise, Indre-et-Loire, France
Nationality Italian
Field Many and diverse fields of arts and sciences
Movement High Renaissance
Famous works Mona Lisa, The Last Supper and

The Vitruvian Man

The Last Supper
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